
 ENHANCED STADIUM WI-FI 
During the offseason, the Ravens updated their existing high density 
Wi-Fi system throughout the stadium and switched infrastructure to 
accommodate more users. As part of that upgrade, under-seat mounted 
APs were installed to improve density, capacity, and the overall fan 
wireless experience.

 MOBILE-ONLY TICKETS
All tickets at M&T Bank stadium will be digital and can be accessed 
through the Ravens app on fans mobile devices. You may visit https://
www.baltimoreravens.com/tickets/digital-tickets/ for guidance on how 
to use your Ravens digital tickets! Please have your mobile ticket ready 
prior to arriving at M&T Bank Stadium.

 CASHLESS PAYMENT SYSTEMS 
M&T Bank Stadium will be cashless for food, beverage, and retail 
purchases. The Ravens accept Visa, the preferred card of the Baltimore 
Ravens, and other products including Amex, MasterCard, Google Pay 
and Apple Pay will also be accepted. Reverse ATM’s will be located 
throughout the stadium.

 FACE COVERINGS 
In accordance with Baltimore City’s revised Covid-19 guidelines, all 
ticketed fans will be required to wear an approved face covering at 
all times when in an indoor area of M&T Bank Stadium, regardless of 
vaccination status, unless actively eating or drinking.

 
 JIMMY’S FAMOUS SEAFOOD
As a new official partner of the Baltimore Ravens 
and a Maryland staple, you can find Jimmy’s 
Famous Seafood near section 123 serving up 
their famous Crab Cake Egg Rolls, Crab Hot Dogs, 
Crab Nachos and more! 

 
 PREMIUM CLUB LEVEL BARS 
Two new Premium Bar locations (Bar XXXV) on the Club Level will now be 
serving higher tiered wine and spirits, as well as a selection of premium 
mixers. Bar XXXV can be found near section 206 and 225. Enjoy!

 THE PERCH  
A new nickname for the upper level. As suggested by and voted on by 
upper level PSL owners, the Upper Level is now the Perch! Along with 
a new nickname comes a number of new enhancements for the Upper 
Level community. 

SOCIAL AREAS WITH LIVELY 
PREGAME ENTERTAINMENT  
Pregame Live sponsored by Caesars 
Sportsbook will provide fans with pregame 
entertainment in the corner notch near 
section 520! Pregame live will feature 
Torrey Smith and other Ravens Legends 
throughout the season bringing you an 
exclusive live look at player warmups, expert analysis, and key game 
time information. DJ Kopec will be the host of the official Perch Party in 
the corner notch near section 533! 

EXPANDED & UNIQUE FOOD AND BEVERAGE OPTIONS 
Chickie’s & Pete’s, The Perch Punch, Stuggy’s, The Greene Turtle and 
more signature food concepts will now be a part of the gameday food 
and beverage offerings! 

DEDICATED GAMEDAY MANAGER AND STAFF 
Our Upper Level Manager Elli Peltonen, Director of Guest Experience 
Rich Tamayo and his team will focus on making sure everything is great 
on gamedays and will be there to assist with anything you may need.

RADIANT HEAT
Radiant heating elements have been installed in each of the open corner 
areas in The Perch (Southwest, Southeast, and Northeast) to ensure that 
the Flock has somewhere to go for a quick warm up!
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